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Mining | Uranium 

Second Batch of Angled Holes Confirm Main Trend Widens to 
East 

Additional Results Further Expand Main Trend. Fission released scintillometer results 
from twelve angled holes (~70° N) from R780E zone at Patterson Lake South (PLS). All 
holes intersected radioactivity, with seven cutting in excess of 10,000 CPS (‘off-scale’). 
The holes further confirm indications from last week’s drill results (see this morning’s 
Comment, “Site Visit, Angled Holes Raise Confidence; Reiterating Strong Buy”, $1.28) 
which extended mineralization far beyond its previous extent, particularly on the 
eastern end of the trend. Five angled holes (three new this morning: 236, 237, and 242) 
have now punched through the main mineralized trend east of line 800E and 
intersected weak to moderately strong uranium mineralization to the north, increasing 
the width on section lines 870E, 915E, and 960E by some ~50 m north.  

New holes (243 and 235) have also extended mineralization by ~25 m north of the main 
trend on lines 495E and 555E (i.e., on the western end of the main R780E Zone), 
respectively, while hole 248 widened mineralization 40 m south (line 825E) cutting 
106.5 m total composite mineralization (TCM), starting at 108 m core depth and 
including 21.1 m off-scale. 

Other highlight holes: 

 Hole: PLS14-243 (line 495E): 77.0 m TCM including 1.9 m off scale starting at a 
core depth of 82 m. 

 Hole: PLS14-240 (line 645E): 77.0 m TCM including 1.7 m off scale starting at a 
core depth of 82 m. 

 

Interpretation: Paints a Rosier Blue Sky. It remains unclear whether these new zones 
are a horse-tailing of the main trend or entirely new parallel trend(s), but in any case, 
PLS is now demonstrating mineralization across a much broader N-S span, especially on 
the eastern end of the R780E Zone. This significantly enhances the project’s blue sky 
potential, in our view, with mineralization previously averaging only ~20 m in width 
across the core of the trend. We believe additional drilling north of the main trend will 
expand the new mineralized area – key, in our view, is testing the area up-dip from 
where drilling has cut thus far. All zones remain open in all directions. 

Summer Program Progressing Well. With 26 of 63 planned holes now completed, 
Fission is almost half-way through its C$12 mln summer program – 17 holes are 
remaining focused on the main trend. Subsequently, 20 regional exploration holes will 
be completed.  

A maiden 43-101 resource estimate is anticipated by year-end will include all holes from 
the main trend to date (including the on-going program). We are looking for a resource 
of at least 50 Mlbs grading 1-2% U3O8. 
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Exhibit 1: Plan Map of PLS – New Holes Boxed in Red 
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New angled holes 
showing zone is 
getting dramatically 
wider

 
Source: Raymond James Ltd., Fission Uranium Corp. 
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Exhibit 2: Cross-section through Line 870E, Looking East, Showing Updated Drill Intersections – 3 
holes have now pierced the new ‘northern area’ on this section line 

 
Source: Raymond James Ltd., Fission Uranium Corp. 
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IMPORTANT INVESTOR DISCLOSURES 
Raymond James & Associates (RJA) is a FINRA member firm and is responsible for the preparation and distribution of research created in 
the United States. Raymond James & Associates is located at The Raymond James Financial Center, 880 Carillon Parkway, St. Petersburg, 
FL 33716, (727) 567-1000. Non-U.S. affiliates, which are not FINRA member firms, include the following entities which are responsible for 
the creation and distribution of research in their respective areas; In Canada, Raymond James Ltd., Suite 2100, 925 West Georgia Street, 
Vancouver, BC V6C 3L2, (604) 659-8200; In Latin America, Raymond James Latin America, Ruta 8, km 17, 500, 91600 Montevideo, 
Uruguay, 00598 2 518 2033; In Europe, Raymond James Euro Equities, SAS, 40, rue La Boetie, 75008, Paris, France, +33 1 45 61 64 90. 

This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or resident of or located in 
any locality, state, country, or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or 
regulation.  The securities discussed in this document may not be eligible for sale in some jurisdictions.  This research is not an offer to 
sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal.  It does not 
constitute a personal recommendation nor does it  take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs 
of individual clients.  Information in this report should not be construed as advice designed to meet the individual objectives of any 
particular investor.    Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. Consultation with 
your investment advisor is recommended. Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and 
a loss of original capital may occur. 

The information provided is as of the date above and subject to change, and it should not be deemed a recommendation to buy or sell 
any security. Certain information has been obtained from third-party sources we consider reliable, but we do not guarantee that such 
information is accurate or complete. Persons within the Raymond James family of companies may have information that is not available 
to the contributors of the information contained in this publication. Raymond James, including affiliates and employees, may execute 
transactions in the securities listed in this publication that may not be consistent with the ratings appearing in this publication.   

With respect to materials prepared by Raymond James Ltd. (“RJL”), all expressions of opinion reflect the judgment of the Research 
Department of RJL, or its affiliates, at this date and are subject to change. RJL may perform investment banking or other services for, or 
solicit investment banking business from, any company mentioned in this document.  

All Raymond James Ltd. research reports are distributed electronically and are available to clients at the same time via the firm’s website 
(http://www.raymondjames.ca). Immediately upon being posted to the firm’s website, the research reports are then distributed 
electronically to clients via email upon request and to clients with access to Bloomberg (home page: RJLC), Capital IQ and Thomson 
Reuters. Selected research reports are also printed and mailed at the same time to clients upon request. Requests for Raymond James 
Ltd. research may be made by contacting the Raymond James Product Group during market hours at (604) 659‐8000. 

In the event that this is a compendium report (i.e., covers 6 or more subject companies), Raymond James Ltd. may choose to provide 
specific disclosures for the subject companies by reference. To access these disclosures, clients should refer to: 
http://www.raymondjames.ca (click on Equity Capital Markets / Equity Research / Research Disclosures) or call toll‐free at 
1‐800‐667‐2899. 

ANALYST INFORMATION 

Analyst Compensation:  Equity research analysts and associates at Raymond James are compensated on a salary and bonus system. 
Several factors enter into the compensation determination for an analyst, including i) research quality and overall productivity, including 
success in rating stocks on an absolute basis and relative to the local exchange composite Index and/or a sector index, ii) recognition from 
institutional investors, iii) support effectiveness to the institutional and retail sales forces and traders, iv) commissions generated in 
stocks under coverage that are attributable to the analyst’s efforts, v) net revenues of the overall Equity Capital Markets Group, and vi) 
compensation levels for analysts at competing investment dealers. 

Analyst Stock Holdings:  Effective September 2002, Raymond James equity research analysts and associates or members of their 
households are forbidden from investing in securities of companies covered by them. Analysts and associates are permitted to hold long 
positions in the securities of companies they cover which were in place prior to September 2002 but are only permitted to sell those 
positions five days after the rating has been lowered to Underperform.   

The views expressed in this report accurately reflect the personal views of the analyst(s) covering the subject securities. No part of said 
person's compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views contained in this 
research report. In addition, said analyst has not received compensation from any subject company in the last 12 months. 

RATINGS AND DEFINITIONS 

Raymond James Ltd. (Canada) definitions:  Strong Buy (SB1)  The stock is expected to appreciate and produce a total return of at least 
15% and outperform the S&P/TSX Composite Index over the next six months. Outperform (MO2)  The stock is expected to appreciate and 
outperform the S&P/TSX Composite Index over the next twelve months. Market Perform (MP3)  The stock is expected to perform 
generally in line with the S&P/TSX Composite Index over the next twelve months and is potentially a source of funds for more highly 
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rated securities. Underperform (MU4)  The stock is expected to underperform the S&P/TSX Composite Index or its sector over the next 
six to twelve months and should be sold. 

Raymond James & Associates (U.S.) definitions:  Strong Buy (SB1)  Expected to appreciate, produce a total return of at least 15%, and 
outperform the S&P 500 over the next six to 12 months. For higher yielding and more conservative equities, such as REITs and certain 
MLPs, a total return of at least 15% is expected to be realized over the next 12 months. Outperform (MO2)  Expected to appreciate and 
outperform the S&P 500 over the next 12-18 months. For higher yielding and more conservative equities, such as REITs and certain MLPs, 
an Outperform rating is used for securities where we are comfortable with the relative safety of the dividend and expect a total return 
modestly exceeding the dividend yield over the next 12-18 months. Market Perform (MP3)  Expected to perform generally in line with the 
S&P 500 over the next 12 months. Underperform (MU4)  Expected to underperform the S&P 500 or its sector over the next six to 12 
months and should be sold. Suspended (S)  The rating and price target have been suspended temporarily.  This action may be due to 
market events that made coverage impracticable, or to comply with applicable regulations or firm policies in certain circumstances, 
including when Raymond James may be providing investment banking services to the company.  The previous rating and price target are 
no longer in effect for this security and should not be relied upon. 

Raymond James Latin American rating definitions:  Strong Buy (SB1)  Expected to appreciate and produce a total return of at least 25.0% 
over the next twelve months. Outperform (MO2)  Expected to appreciate and produce a total return of between 15.0% and 25.0% over 
the next twelve months. Market Perform (MP3)  Expected to perform in line with the underlying country index. Underperform (MU4)  
Expected to underperform the underlying country index. Suspended (S)  The rating and price target have been suspended temporarily.  
This action may be due to market events that made coverage impracticable, or to comply with applicable regulations or firm policies in 
certain circumstances, including when Raymond James may be providing investment banking services to the company.  The previous 
rating and price target are no longer in effect for this security and should not be relied upon. 

Raymond James Euro Equities, SAS rating definitions:  Strong Buy (1)  Expected to appreciate, produce a total return of at least 15%, and 
outperform the Stoxx 600 over the next 6 to 12 months. Outperform (2)  Expected to appreciate and outperform the Stoxx 600 over the 
next 12 months. Market Perform (3)  Expected to perform generally in line with the Stoxx 600 over the next 12 months. Underperform (4)  
Expected to underperform the Stoxx 600 or its sector over the next 6 to 12 months. Suspended (S) The rating and target price have been 
suspended temporarily. This action may be due to market events that made coverage impracticable, or to comply with applicable 
regulations or firm policies in certain circumstances, including when Raymond James may be providing investment banking services to the 
company. The previous rating and target price are no longer in effect for this security and should not be relied upon. 

In transacting in any security, investors should be aware that other securities in the Raymond James research coverage universe might 
carry a higher or lower rating.  Investors should feel free to contact their Financial Advisor to discuss the merits of other available 
investments. 

Suitability Categories (SR):  Total Return (TR)  Lower risk equities possessing dividend yields above that of the S&P 500 and greater 
stability of principal. Growth (G)  Low to average risk equities with sound financials, more consistent earnings growth, at least a small 
dividend, and the potential for long-term price appreciation. Aggressive Growth (AG) Medium or higher risk equities of companies in 
fast growing and competitive industries, with less predictable earnings and acceptable, but possibly more leveraged balance sheets. High 
Risk (HR)  Companies with less predictable earnings (or losses), rapidly changing market dynamics, financial and competitive issues, 
higher price volatility (beta), and risk of principal. Venture Risk (VR)  Companies with a short or unprofitable operating history, limited or 
less predictable revenues, very high risk associated with success, and a substantial risk of principal. 

RATING DISTRIBUTIONS 

 Coverage Universe Rating Distribution Investment Banking Distribution 

 RJL RJA RJ LatAm RJEE RJL RJA RJ LatAm RJEE 

Strong Buy and Outperform (Buy) 69% 54% 50% 45% 36% 22% 0% 0% 

Market Perform (Hold) 28% 41% 50% 39% 24% 10% 0% 0% 

Underperform (Sell) 3% 5% 0% 16% 33% 0% 0% 0% 

 

RAYMOND JAMES RELATIONSHIP DISCLOSURES 

Raymond James Ltd. or its affiliates expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from all 
companies under research coverage within the next three months. 

Company Name Disclosure 

Fission Uranium Corp. Raymond James Ltd - the analyst and/or associate has viewed the material operations of Fission 
Uranium Corp. 

Raymond James Ltd - within the last 12 months, Fission Uranium Corp. has paid for all or a material 
portion of the travel costs associated with a site visit by the analyst and/or associate. 

Raymond James Ltd. has managed or co-managed a public offering of securities within the last 12 
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Company Name Disclosure 

months with respect to Fission Uranium Corp. 

Raymond James Ltd. has provided investment banking services within the last 12 months with respect 
to Fission Uranium Corp. 

Raymond James Ltd. has received compensation for investment banking services within the last 12 
months with respect to Fission Uranium Corp. 

STOCK CHARTS, TARGET PRICES, AND VALUATION METHODOLOGIES 

Valuation Methodology:  The Raymond James methodology for assigning ratings and target prices includes a number of qualitative and 
quantitative factors including an assessment of industry size, structure, business trends and overall attractiveness; management 
effectiveness; competition; visibility; financial condition, and expected total return, among other factors.  These factors are subject to 
change depending on overall economic conditions or industry- or company-specific occurrences.   

Target Prices: The information below indicates our target price and rating changes for FCU stock over the past three years. 

 
Valuation Methodology: We value Fission Uranium based on a sum-of-the-parts valuation of the company’s financial and mineral 
assets, including a dollar/lb multiple applied to our notional target resource at Patterson Lake South. 

 

RISK FACTORS 

General Risk Factors: Following are some general risk factors that pertain to the projected target prices included on Raymond James 
research: (1) Industry fundamentals with respect to customer demand or product / service pricing could change and adversely impact 
expected revenues and earnings; (2) Issues relating to major competitors or market shares or new product expectations could change 
investor attitudes toward the sector or this stock; (3) Unforeseen developments with respect to the management, financial condition or 
accounting policies or practices could alter the prospective valuation.  

Risks - Fission Uranium Corp. 
i) The price of uranium may be viewed as a reflection of the equity resource market independent of commodity; as such, FCU may be at 
risk of not being able to fund future exploration or development if uranium prices decline; ii) uranium is a highly regulated business and 
therefore requires long lead times in order to permit projects; FCU is at risk of being delayed on future development of current or future 
projects; iii) continued escalation of mining-related capital and operating costs which may reduce profitability of eventual uranium-
producing operations; iv) uncertainty surrounding the long-term uranium supply-demand framework and resulting price levels. 

Additional Risk and Disclosure information, as well as more information on the Raymond James rating system and suitability 
categories, is available for Raymond James at rjcapitalmarkets.com/Disclosures/index and for Raymond James Limited at 
www.raymondjames.ca/researchdisclosures. 

http://www.rjcapitalmarkets.com/Disclosures/index
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INTERNATIONAL DISCLOSURES 

FOR CLIENTS IN THE UNITED STATES:  

Any foreign securities discussed in this report are generally not eligible for sale in the U.S. unless they are listed on a U.S. exchange.  This 
report is being provided to you for informational purposes only and does not represent a solicitation for the purchase or sale of a security 
in any state where such a solicitation would be illegal.  Investing in securities of issuers organized outside of the U.S., including ADRs, may 
entail certain risks.  The securities of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with, nor be subject to the reporting requirements of, the 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.  There may be limited information available on such securities.  Investors who have received 
this report may be prohibited in certain states or other jurisdictions from purchasing the securities mentioned in this report.  Please ask 
your Financial Advisor for additional details and to determine if a particular security is eligible for purchase in your state. 

Raymond James Ltd. is not a U.S. broker‐dealer and therefore is not governed by U.S. laws, rules or regulations applicable to U.S. 
broker‐dealers. Consequently, the persons responsible for the content of this publication are not licensed in the U.S. as research analysts 
in accordance with applicable rules promulgated by the U.S. Self Regulatory Organizations. 

Any U.S. Institutional Investor wishing to effect trades in any security should contact Raymond James (USA) Ltd., a U.S. broker‐dealer 
affiliate of Raymond James Ltd. 

FOR CLIENTS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM: 

For clients of Raymond James & Associates (London Branch) and Raymond James Financial International Limited (RJFI): This document 
and any investment to which this document relates is intended for the sole use of the persons to whom it is addressed, being persons 
who are Eligible Counterparties or Professional Clients as described in the FCA rules or persons described in Articles 19(5) (Investment 
professionals) or 49(2) (High net worth companies, unincorporated associations etc) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 
(Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended) or any other person to whom this promotion may lawfully be directed.  It is not intended 
to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons and may not be relied upon by such persons and is 
therefore not intended for private individuals or those who would be classified as Retail Clients. 

For clients of Raymond James Investment Services, Ltd.: This report is for the use of professional investment advisers and managers and 
is not intended for use by clients. 

For purposes of the Financial Conduct Authority requirements, this research report is classified as independent with respect to conflict of 
interest management. RJA, RJFI, and Raymond James Investment Services, Ltd. are authorised and regulated  by the Financial Conduct 
Authority in  the United Kingdom. 

FOR CLIENTS IN FRANCE: 

This document and any investment to which this document relates is intended for the sole use of the persons to whom it is addressed, 
being persons who are Eligible Counterparties or Professional Clients as described in “Code Monétaire et Financier” and Règlement 
Général de l’Autorité des Marchés Financiers. It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of 
persons and may not be relied upon by such persons and is therefore not intended for private individuals or those who would be 
classified as Retail Clients. 

For institutional clients in the European Economic Area (EEA) outside of the United Kingdom:  This document (and any attachments or 
exhibits hereto) is intended only for EEA institutional clients or others to whom it may lawfully be submitted. 

Raymond James International and Raymond James Euro Equities are authorized by the Autorité de contrôle prudentiel et de résolution in 
France and regulated by the Autorité de contrôle prudentiel et de résolution and the Autorité des Marchés Financiers. 

Proprietary Rights Notice: By accepting a copy of this report, you acknowledge and agree as follows: 

This report is provided to clients of Raymond James only for your personal, noncommercial use. Except as expressly authorized by 
Raymond James, you may not copy, reproduce, transmit, sell, display, distribute, publish, broadcast, circulate, modify, disseminate or 
commercially exploit the information contained in this report, in printed, electronic or any other form, in any manner, without the prior 
express written consent of Raymond James. You also agree not to use the information provided in this report for any unlawful purpose. 

This report and its contents are the property of Raymond James and are protected by applicable copyright, trade secret or other 
intellectual property laws (of the United States and other countries). United States law, 17 U.S.C. Sec.501 et seq, provides for civil and 
criminal penalties for copyright infringement. 

Additional information is available upon request. This document may not be reprinted without permission. 

RJL is a member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund. ©2014  Raymond James Ltd. 

 


